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Introduction In church life, May and June are usually months of transition. The conclusion of

Catechism classes and study society seasons gives way to public professions of faith as

well as the turnover of office-bearers. With the current pandemic, much in church life has

been disrupted. Here locally, however, the novel coronavirus has not appreciably

interfered with the usual events occurring during the months of transition, with profession

of faith being the notable exception. A lesser-known, but rather important occurrence

during transition time is the completion of terms of service in various church committees,

and the coincidental appointment of replacements to such committees. This did happen

also this year at the usual time. And as it applies to our Foreign Mission Committee, the

turnover was not insignificant. A total of four committee members concluded their

respective terms: brothers Brian Bratcher, Henry Jansema (as council liaison), Arthur

Kingma, and Jon Skinner. Those found able and willing to replace them are brothers Ed

Kelly Sr., Jeremy Muis, and Mark Vandervelde, with, thankfully, Jon Skinner being

found willing to serve now as council liaison. Welcome aboard, all! As committee we

gratefully acknowledge the contributions of the outgoing members, their valued service,

and commitment to the work of supporting the church’s mission projects, and we wish

them the blessings of the LORD moving

forward. It is in the case of our brother

Arthur Kingma that we may be doubly

certain that he truly is enjoying greater

blessing than any of us can imagine, the

blessing of living now by sight in the

immediate, glory-laden presence of his

Lord and Saviour. Arthur’s graduation

into glory happened unexpectedly, just

two weeks after his final FMC meeting.

Heaven’s gain, for which we rejoice and yet grieve at the same time, as it means a deep

loss for those who loved him here. Our thoughts and prayers continue to be with his wife

Gloria, his children and grandchildren. May the Chief Shepherd bless and keep them all

within his everlasting arms.

“… but they who wait for

the Lord shall renew their

strength; they shall mount

up with wings like eagles;

they shall run and not be

weary; they shall walk and

not faint.” Isaiah 40: 31
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As committee, we offer to you the following update from Rev. Kampen on some of the

work of the Study Centre in the last quarter.

Living Word How often have you had it where you read a passage of Scripture and at once a number of

questions pop into your head, to which you’d love to receive an answer? Perhaps in

preparation for Bible study, or maybe in your personal or family devotions? Depending

on the context, you might have opportunity to seek out the answer, maybe by thoughtful

reflection, maybe with the help of a commentary or two. Your experience is a universal

one for Christians, including pastors in the young church. The only difference is that you

have the resources readily available to which you can turn for help; the young church

does not.

This is an issue that the Study Centre is of course attempting to address in various ways.

One of those ways is the Living Word project. I have been mentioning this for the last

few newsletters, since it is a growing part of my work. This project is an exposition and

application tool that is primarily geared toward helping pastors in their crafting of

sermons. But while that is its main intention, it is by no means its only aim. The project is

also being developed with Bible study groups in mind. Pretty well every exposition note

will have as its heading a question that the note itself seeks to answer.

Here’s an example. Mark 6:1–6 records the account of Jesus and his teaching being

rejected at hometown Nazareth. Verse 5 says, “He could do no mighty work there.” Why

could Jesus not do any miracles there? The text does not explicitly answer. But this

question is important—and is therefore the very type of question (among a host of others)

that we would like to address in Living Word (and in fact already have, in our yet-to-be-

public software!). Continue to pray with us that the day may come soon where we are

ready to go viral with the software and its growing collection of exposition and

application notes!

Ariane and Malwande, RSC staff, working from home.
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Christian
Library

Thankfully, the amount of reading material on the Christian Library continues to grow via

the various contributors, whose work I check before publication. Below is another

rundown of some of the numbers on this score.

 Number of articles that I have located on the web and summarized for

publication on the Christian Library: 4. The number is so small because in the

first week of April, this task, which in my first year with the Study Centre (2018)

was actually my main task, was completely phased out. Other theologians

continue with this task, but my focus has been shifted to more pressing projects,

mainly the Living Word.

 Number of article listings uploaded by other theologians that I subsequently

edited and published on the site: 487.

 Number of articles translated from Dutch that I have then edited: 32.

 Number of translated articles that volunteers have edited and of which I have

made a final review: 56.

 Number of children’s devotions that volunteers have edited: 33.

May the LORD be pleased to prosper also this work, for the edification of his universal

church!

Concluding
Remarks

That’s all she wrote for this summer newsletter. Thanks very much for reading along, and

may our sovereign God sustain and uphold you by his Spirit during these uncertain times,

for the glory of his most wonderful name!

Points for
Prayer

 Give thanks to the LORD for the faithful work of the outgoing committee

members.

 Pray for the new committee members, to embrace the work and derive much joy

from it.

 Give thanks for the continuing development of Living Word, and pray that the

day of its launch may be near.

 Give thanks for the continued growth of the Christian Library.
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